This paper concerns the rate of convergence in the central limit theorem for certain local dependence structures. The main goal of the paper is to obtain estimates of the rate in the multidimensional case. Certain one-dimensional results are also improved by using some more flexible characteristics of dependence. Assuming the summands are bounded, we obtain rates close to those for independent variables. As an application we study the rate of the normal approximation of certain graph related statistics which arise in testing equality of several multivariate distributions.
Introduction
This paper concerns central limit theorems (CLTs) for sums of dependent random vectors, when the dependence structure is described in terms of dependency neighborhoods. This type of dependence is given by indicating for every term in the sum a set of other terms on which it``essentially'' depends. Such a structure need not be associated with a linear ordering of the summands. This may be compared with more classical CLTs in which the dependence is specified in terms of an ordering (despite the fact that the sum itself is invariant under permutations), such as Markov chains, martingales or various mixing models. Let H be a class of measurable functions from R d to R, which are uniformly bounded by some constant assumed to be 1 without loss of generality. Suppose H satisfies the following properties: for any h # H and any $>0, the functions h for some constant a which depends only on the class H and the dimension d. Obviously, we may assume a 1.
The class of indicators of convex sets is known to be such a class (see, e.g., [19, 5] ).
Theorem 2.1 below provides a normal approximation for a sum of random vectors in terms of certain decompositions of the sum. This theorem is somewhat formal and should be read together with its natural corollary, Theorem 2.2, which motivates it and is used later in the applications.
Given random vectors X j taking values in R d , we study the proximity of the distribution of the random vector W= n j=1 X j to the normal distribution. We assume throughout that the summands are bounded, that is, |X j | B, 1 j n for some constant B. In particular applications, the constant B, and others below, may be considered to depend on n.
As a measure of the proximity to the standard normal distribution we consider sup[ |Eh(W)&8h|: h # H], where 8h= R d h(z) 8(dz).
In the case d=1, the convergence rate of our theorem is better (by log n) than the rate for d>1. For this reason, we state a bound in the univariate case separately.
Theorem 2.1. For each j=1, ..., n assume that we have two representations of W, W=U j +V j and W=R j +T j , such that |U j | A 1 , and |R j | A 2 for constants satisfying A 1 A 2 . Define / 1 = :
2)
where I denotes the identity matrix. Then for d=1 there exists a universal constant c such that
For d 1 there exists a constant c depending only on the dimension d such that
For independent X j the natural decomposition is U j =R j =X j . In the case of dependence, other decompositions prove to be more effective as shown below. It may seem that the choice of V j and T j is arbitrary. However, if, for example, the T j 's are constant, then / 2 vanishes, but then A 2 may be large. Similarly, if EW=0 and Var W=I, the choice V j =0 leads to / 3 =0 but then A 1 may be large. Useful decompositions related to the dependence structure are considered below in detail.
Note that in the theorem there is no assumption on the mean and variance of W. However, since the distribution of W is being compared to a standard normal distribution, we obviously have in mind the case where EW vanishes and Var W is the identity matrix I, or approximately so. Since H is closed under affine transformations, we can always standardize W (exactly or approximately) before applying the theorem. For d=1, when EW 2 =1, or if EW 2 is bounded by a universal constant, we may simply omit this term from the r.h.s. of (2.3) by absorbing it into c, since we assume a 1.
Theorem 2.1 appears rather abstract. It was motivated by the following theorem which suggests natural decompositions in terms of the dependency structure. The decomposition is given by sets S i and N i defined below, which may be random. 
Then for d=1 there exists a universal constant c such that
where / i are defined in (2.2). For d 1 there exists a constant c depending only on the dimensional d such that
Theorem 2.1 follows from Theorem 2.2 simply by observing that the quantities defined in (2.5) satisfy the assumptions with A 1 =D 1 B, and A 2 =D 2 B. Also, since log A 2 appears in (2.4), it would seem that the quantity log D 2 should appear in (2.7); however, it may be omitted since D 2 n.
Remarks. In general, the dependence structure affects the convergence rate in central limit theorems for dependent random variables through three types of characteristics or conditions. The first type, reflected in / 1 above, concerns conditional expectations with respect to appropriate fields, which should be small or vanish, as for example in martingales or for exchangeable random variables, where this type of condition appears in terms of correlations. The second type, reflected by / 2 and / 3 , concerns conditional variances, which should be close in some sense to the unconditional ones. The third and main type reflects special aspects of the dependence structure. Here, this term involves the bound B on the summands, and the bounds D 1 and D 2 on the sizes of the so-called dependency neighborhoods S i and N i . A discussion of characteristics of this nature may be found for example in Jacod and Shiryayev [14] , Liptser and Shiryayev [16] , and Rotar [18] . Next, we consider the above characteristics in more detail.
Formally Theorem 2.2 holds for arbitrary sets S i and N i . Clearly, one should choose them so as to minimize the bound given by the theorem, which means that both the / i 's and the D i 's should be small. In order to clarify the nature of such a choice, assume now that we have standardized W, so that E W=0 and Var W=I, and consider first the case where for each i there exists S i such that X i is independent of [X j : j Â S i ]. In this case / 1 =0 and / 3 =0. Suppose also that there exist sets N i such that, if k and l are both in S i , then the collections of variables [X k , X l ] and [X j : j Â N i ] are independent. In this case / 2 =0. It may even happen that a stronger kind of independence takes place; that is, the collections [X j : j # S i ] and [X j : j Â N i ] are independent. In any case, it is natural to view N i as a dependency neighborhood of [X j : j # S i ], or a second-order dependency neighborhood of X i . In nonexotic situations one may expect N i = j # Si S j and then D 2 D 2 1 . However, this is not the case in general; for the latter N i , the present assumptions on the S i 's imply that the above X k is independent of [X j : j Â N i ], and the same holds for X l , but this does not necessarily imply the independence of [X k , X l ] and [X j : j Â N i ].
In general, the choice described above may not be feasible, and one may try to achieve an approximation to this situation, that is, to find sets S i and N i ,``essential dependency sets,'' such that the / i 's do not vanish but are small and the D i 's are still not large.
A dependence structure similar to that of Theorem 2.2, with two types of dependency sets, was used before; see, for example, Barbour, Holst, and Janson [4] , who considered Poisson approximations, and references there.
Turning to B, note that in many applications one starts with a sum of random variables Y i , such that Var(Y 1 + } } } +Y n ) has the oder n (or nI in the multivariate case), and the Y i 's are bounded. Setting X i =Y i Â-n to apply the theorems, we see that the bound B for the X i 's will have the order 1Â-n. If D 1 and D 2 are bounded, then the part of the bound (2.7) not involving the /'s has the order n &1Â2 log n. Clearly, if E W=*, and Var W=7, we can apply the theorems to 1 &1Â2 (W&*), where 1 equals or approximates 7. By the invariance of H under affine transformations, we then obtain a bound on sup h # H |Eh(W)&Eh(1 1Â2 Z+*)|, where Z is a standard normal vector in R d . We shall consider statistical applications in detail in Section 3. Here we briefly illustrate the dependency structure by an application (with d=1) due to Baldi and Rinott [2] . Some of the rates in the latter paper can be improved by using Theorem 2. 
and hence B have the order (log nÂn)
2 provides a normal approximation with the rate of (log n) 7.5 n &1Â2 . In the above example a natural linear ordering of the variables does not exist and the dependency neighborhoods are determined by distances on a graph. Note also that the D i 's are not bounded, but increase in n. This suggests a general scheme, where the dependence structure is described by a graph whose vertices correspond to the random summands, the dependence between two summands is defined as a function of the distance between corresponding vertices, and natural dependency sets arise as`g eographical'' neighborhoods of vertices. If for example, the dependence as reflected by such a function of the distance decays exponentially, one may choose dependency sets with diameter of the order c log n, and for an appropriate c the characteristics / i will have the order n &1Â2 , whereas the constants D i will have the oder of a power of log n, leading to a convergence rate of (log n) k n &1Â2 for some k.
Applications to Graph Related Statistics
Nonrandom Graphs. For the applications described later we need to consider random graphs; however, we start with nonrandom graphs for ease of exposition. Consider a fixed regular graph, with n vertices and vertex degree m. The regularity implies that the number of edges in the graph is N=nmÂ2. Suppose that each vertex is independently assigned one of colors c i with probability
, is the number of edges connecting vertices which are both of color c i ; that is, W i = N j=1 X ji , where X ji is the indicator of the event that both vertices associated with the edge j have the color c i . Set *=EW=N(? 2 1 , ..., ? 2 p ). The entries of 7=(_ ij ), the covariance matrix of W, satisfy (see [9] , hereafter called GR)
. Given a matrix A, let &A& denote the maximal absolute value of its entries. It is proved in GR that &7
&1Â2
& N &1Â2 L, and, hence, we can apply Theorem 2.2 to 7 &1Â2 (W&*), with the bound on the summands B=dN &1Â2 L. For any edge j we choose a neighborhood S j consisting of all edges which share a vertex with j. With the natural choice N i = j # Si S j we have the bounds D 1 =2m&1 and D 2 = (2m&1) 2 on the cardinality of S j and N i , respectively, and / 1 =/ 2 =/ 3 =0. For functions h # H, using the closure of H under affine transformations and the facts m n and L 1, we derive from (2.7),
where Z is a d-dimensional standard normal vector, c is a constant depending on the dimension d, and a is defined in (2.1). Such a result, with rate n &1Â2 , but only for smooth functions h was obtained in GR.
Random Nearest Neighbor Graphs. Consider a sample of n i.i.d. points from an absolutely continuous distribution F in R k . Let G denote the nearest neighbor graph whose n vertices are these points. This is a directed graph such that from each vertex there is a directed edge pointing to its nearest neighbor (with respect to Euclidean distance, say). As before each vertex is independently assigned one of the colors c i with probability ? i , i=1, ..., d. For a vertex j, let N( j) denote its nearest neighbor. Let X ji =1 if the vertices j and N( j) are both assigned the color c i , and 0 otherwise, j=1, ..., n; i=1, .. 
Since EW i =E(W i | G) for any G, we obtain the variance and covariance by taking expectations of the conditional ones in (3.4) and (3.5). Let : n =P(N(N( j))= j ), that is, the probability that the nearest neighbor of N( j ) is j, and set ; n =ED 2 ( j). Both : n and ; n depend also on F. Note that 2EA=n: n . Then
Let H, J, and K be the diagonal d_d matrices with ith diagonal entries ? T denote its transpose. We can write (3.6) as
Note that ED( j)=2 and, therefore, ; n 4. It is easy to verify that [H&bb T ] is nonnegative definite, and therefore so is 7 n &nJ. Denoting the spectral radius by \, we see that 
M.
Using the fact that the sets S j in Theorem 2.2 may be random, we choose them depending on the graph G. Specifically, given G, define S j to consist of j and all vertices which are connected with j by an edge. Note that for any set A, we have
With similar arguments for N l = j # Sl S j , one may conclude that / 1 =/ 2 = / 3 =0. It is well known that the degrees in the nearest neighbor graph in R k are bounded by some constant K(k) which depends on the dimension k, where K(1)=2, K(2)=6, K(3)=12. Estimates are known for all K(k) (see, e.g., [15] ). For the sets defined above we have the bounds D 1 =K(k) and D 2 =K 2 (k) on the cardinality of S j ad N l , respectively. For any functions h # H we obtain, using the closure of H under affine transformations,
where Z is a d-dimensional standard normal vector, c is a constant depending on the dimension d, and a is defined in (2.1).
Note that if the color allocation is not done at random and vertices having the same color c i tend to cluster together, we should expect large values of W i . This phenomenon was used by Henze [12] (see other references there), who proposed a statistic similar to W 1 for testing equality of two distributions and proved its asymptotic normality.
Our result provides rates and a natural multivariate extension for testing equality of several distributions as we briefly indicate next.
Consider
A sample of size n is obtained by choosing population 6 i with probability ? i , taking a random observation from the chosen population and repeating this procedure independently n times. The nearest neighbor graph whose vertices are the n obtained sample points in R k is constructed. We color each point by c i if it is drawn from 6 i . Thus a large W i indicates that 6 i tends to form clusters, and the vector W can be used as a test statistic for testing H 0 :
Tests which reduce W to a univariate statistic and reject H 0 , for example, when Calculations similar to those of Henze [12] show that : n and ; n of (3.7) converge to finite limits, and therefore there exists a matrix 3 such that |(1Ân) 7 n &3| Ä 0. For a continuous distribution F of the vertex locations, all these limits do not depend on F.
Replacing the covariance matrix 7 n by n3 leads to a nonparametric statistic. More specifically, the statistic W =n &1Â2 
3
&1Â2 (W&*), and its asymptotic distribution do not depend on F. As indicated in (3.11) below, there is a price to pay for the convenience of using the nonparametric statistic W : its normal approximation rate seems slower compared to that of W because of the additional approximation of the covariance matrix.
We apply Theorem 2.2 to the vector W . In view of (3.8) we have &3
&1Â2
& M and therefore we can use the same bound B=dn &1Â2 M as before.
The covariance matrix of W is not I, and therefore / 3 does not vanish. Taking into account that instead of X j the summands now are n &1Â2 3 &1Â2 (X j &EX j ), it is easy to verify that / 3 = |I&n &1Â2 3 &1Â2 _ 7 n n &1Â2 3 &1Â2 |. Standard arguments show that
where Z is a d-dimensional standard normal vector, c is a constant dependent on the dimension d, and a is defined in (2.1). The rate in which |(1Ân) 7 n &3| converges to zero, when the points (vertices) are distributed according to F in R k , depends on F. A careful examination and adjustments of the calculations in Henze [2] indicate that under reasonable conditions, such as that F is associated with a probability density having a bounded derivative, it is impossible to assert that this rate is of order n &1Â2 . Moreover, the rate becomes slower as the dimension k increases. Thus the rate of normal approximation in (3.11) will generally be determined by the last term.
Proof of Theorem 2.1
We denote all constants by c, even when we have in mind different constants in the same equation, as long as they depend only on the dimension d. The method we use is based on the following differential equation due to Barbour [3] and Go tze [10] ,
which allows us to evaluate the expectation Eh(W)&8h. In (4.1), 2 is the Laplacian; that is 29(z)=Tr 9 (2) (x), where 9 (2) (x) is the Hessian matrix of second derivatives, and { denotes the gradient.
For d=1, this approach is due to Stein [20, 21] . In this case (4.1) reduces to
with f =9$. The unique bounded solution of (4.2) is given by
For d>1, a solution for a smoothed version of h is given below, but in both cases we are able to work only with smooth functions. To this end define the following smoothing of h:
It is worth noting that 8h s =8h for any s.
A bound on the error which arises from this smoothing is provided by the following version due to Go tze [10] of a smoothing lemma of Bhattacharya and Ranga Rao [5] .
Lemma 4.1. Let Q be a probability measure on R d
. Then there exists a constant c>0 which depends only on the dimension d such that for any 0<t<1,
where a is defined in (2.1).
Let us return to (4.1). If h is replaced by h t , one may verify that Eq. (4.1) has the solution 9 t (x)=& [10] . Note that 9 t (x) depends also on h, but this is suppressed in the national. Let 9
(1) t ={9 t , and let 9 (2) t (x) denote the d_d Hessian matrix whose pq th entry, denoted by 9 (2) t( pq) (x), is 2 9 t (x)Â( x p x q ). It was shown in Go tze [10] that for |h| 1 there exists a universal constant c such that
, a d_d random matrix, we have by (4.1)
where
The next Lemma is required in order to bound Taylor series remainders arising in the evaluation of the quantities of (4.6).
Lemma 4.2. Let W, V, and U be any random vectors in R d satisfying W=V+U, and let Y be any random variable. Suppose |U| C 1 and |Y| C 2 , where C 1 and C 2 are numbers. Set #=sup[ |Eh(W)&8h|: h # H], and let 9 (3) t( pqr) denote the third partial derivative of 9 t with respect to the indicated indices p, q, and r. Then there exists a constant c which depends only on the dimension d, such that for any 0 { 1 and h # H,
Proof of Lemma 4.2. Substitution and differentiation yield the formula
( pqr) (z) dz, where here c= 
( pqr) (z) dz=0, since this integral can be written as ( 3 Â x p x q x r ) R d ,(z+x) dz at x=0, and the last integral equals the constant 1. This fact will be used in (4.8) below in the third equality, where the added term vanishes. Abbreviating , (3) for ,
( pqr) , we have
Let Z indicate an independent d-variate standard normal variable. By adding and subtracting the same term, the last quantity of (4.8) equals
It is easy to see that by the definition of h , for any =>0,
(4.10)
By the assumptions on the class H and the definition of # we see that for any =>0 the expression in (4.10) is bounded by 2#. As 1 t (1Âs 3Â2 ) ds cÂ-t , we conclude that for some c,
Recording this fact we now study the last term of (4.9). Note that by (2.1)
Therefore,
Lemma 4.2 now follows. We now return to (4.6) and start with the term C. Let X jp and U jp denote the pth components of X j and U j , respectively. For j=1, ..., n, Taylor expansion of {9 t (W) centered at V j shows that C is equal to
(4.13)
We apply Lemma 4.2 for each j, with U=U j and Y=U jp U jq X jr , and obtain |C| cnA 2 1 B(#Â-t +aA 1 Â-t +a |log t| ), (4.14) where again #=sup[ |Eh(W)&8h|: h # H].
Next consider the term D in (4.6). With the notation defined above, a first-order Taylor expansion yields
The term D is obtained from (4.15) by multiplying by the entries of K j , and it is easy to see from the definition of K j that this leads to a term which is similar to the term of (4.13) and thus |D| is bounded by the r.h.s. of (4.14), possibly with a different constant.
Next note that B of (4.6) satisfies B=
. By (4.4) the components of {9 t (V j ) are uniformly bounded, implying that for some c>0 |B| c :
Finally, we consider the term A from (4.6). With $ pq =1 if p=q and 0 otherwise, we have
By (4.4), |9 (2) t( pq) (W)| <c log(t &1 ) for all p, q=1, ..., d, and 0<t<1. Therefore we obtain for the first two terms on the r.h.s. of (4.17)
We rewrite the expression involving the last two terms in (4.17) in the form
Taylor expansion of 9 (2) t( pq) (W)&9 (2) t( pq) (T j ) and Lemma 4.2 applied for each j with U=R j and Y=R jr X jq U jp imply
(4.20)
Returning to (4.19), we use (4.4) to bound the last term as
Combining Lemma 4.1, and (4.6), (4.14), (4.16), (4.18), (4.20) , and (4.21), and noting that since A 1 A 2 , the term in the r.h.s. of (4.14) may be ignored, being smaller than that of (4.20), we obtain # cnA 1 A 2 B#Â-t+cnaA 1 A 2 B(A 2 Â-t+|log t|) +c : The choice -t =2cnA 1 A 2 B, provided it is less than 1, and simple manipulations yield (2.4), after observing that the last term in (4.22) is of lower order than the second term and may be ignored. If for the above choice t>1, then the theorem is trivial.
For the case d=1, a better bound, that is (2.3), may be obtained with some extra work which we now sketch. The improvement is achieved by eliminating the terms log t in (4.22) for d=1. Indeed, we may use (4.2) with h=h t , and the solution f =9$ t has the explicit representation (4.3). By Lemma 3 of Stein [21, p. 25 ], f and f $ are bounded, and we immediately see that the term log t, arising in (4.18) and (4.21) is avoided in the present case since now 9
(2) t = f $. The term log t arises also in Lemma 4.2 and, consequently, in (4.20) . We now show that it can be avoided in the case d=1. Using f " for 9 (3) t and the relation f "(x)= f (x)+xf $(x)+h$ t (x), we recalculate the l.h.s. of (4.7) and obtain where the last inequality uses the fact that f is bounded. To estimate the integral on the r.h.s. of (4.24) we follow the same logic as in (4.8) (4.12); the calculations are simpler because we do not integrate with respect to s. We conclude that |EY[h$ t (V+{U)+ f (V+{U)]| cC 2 (#Â-t +aC 1 Â-t +a+1). Since a 1 and t<1, the r.h.s. of (4.27) may be reduced to cC 2 (#Â-t +aC 1 Â-t +a+-EW 2 ). As this version of Lemma 4.2 differs from the original lemma only in the absense of log t and the addition of -EW 2 , we obtain (2.3) by repeating the above arguments.
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